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The Canadian North Issues And Challenges
Manitoba is more than one of Canada's three prairie provinces. Encompassing 649,950 square kilometres, its territory ranges from
Canadian Shield to grassland, parkland, and subarctic tundra. Its physical geography has been shaped by ice-age glaciers, while
its human geography reflects the influences of its various inhabitants, from the First Nations who began arriving over 9,000 years
ago, to its most recent immigrants. This fascinating range of geographical elements has given Manitoba a distinct identity and
makes it a unique area for study. Geography of Manitoba is the first comprehensive guide to all aspects of the human and physical
geography of this unique province. Representing the work of 47 scholars, and illustrated with over 200 maps, diagrams, and
photographs, it is divided into four main sections, covering the major areas of the province's geography: Physical Background;
People and Settlements; Resources and Industry; and Recreation.As well as studying historical developments, the contributors to
Geography of Manitoba analyse recent political and economic events in the province, including the effect of federal and provincial
elections and international trade agreements. They also comment on future prospects for the province, considering areas as
diverse as resource management and climatic trends.
This discussion of the Canadian North (Northwest Territories and Yukon as well as northern Quebec and northern parts of the
provinces) considers perceptions of the north, physical geography, history, economic development, native development, land
claims and future prospects.
The North American Arctic addresses the emergence of a new security relationship within the North American North. It focuses on
current and emerging security issues that confront the North American Arctic and that shape relationships between and with
neighbouring states (Alaska in the US; Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut in Canada; Greenland and Russia). Identifying
the degree to which ‘domain awareness’ has redefined the traditional military focus, while a new human rights discourse
undercuts traditional ways of managing sovereignty and territory, the volume’s contributors question normative security
arrangements. Although security itself is not an obsolete concept, our understanding of what constitutes real human-centred
security has become outdated. The contributors argue that there are new regionally specific threats originating from a wide range
of events and possibilities, and very different subjectivities that can be brought to understand the shape of Arctic security and
security relationships in the twenty-first century.
This text looks at the dual relationship of the Canadian north as both resource frontier and homeland of many Aboriginal groups.
Since the last edition of this text, many changes have occurred, raising the possibility that both the frontier and homeland concepts
can become a northern reality. These concepts are coherently presented throughout the book and brought to the fore in the
concluding chapter.
Canadian Geography: A Scholarly Bibliography is a compendium of published works on geographical studies of Canada and its
various provinces. It includes works on geographical studies of Canada as a whole, on multiple provinces, and on individual
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provinces. Works covered include books, monographs, atlases, book chapters, scholarly articles, dissertations, and theses. The
contents are organized first by region into main chapters, and then each chapter is divided into sections: General Studies, Cultural
and Social Geography, Economic Geography, Historical Geography, Physical Geography, Political Geography, and Urban
Geography. Each section is further sub-divided into specific topics within each main subject. All known publications on the
geographical studies of Canada—in English, French, and other languages—covering all types of geography are included in this
bibliography. It is an essential resource for all researchers, students, teachers, and government officials needing information and
references on the varied aspects of the environments and human geographies of Canada.
In Northern Experience and the Myths of Canadian Culture Renée Hulan disputes the notion that the north is a source of distinct
collective identity for Canadians. Through a synthesis of critical, historical, and theoretical approaches to northern subjects in
literary studies, she challenges the epistemology used to support this idea. By investigating mutually dependent categories of
identity in literature that depicts northern peoples and places, Hulan provides a descriptive account of representative genres in
which the north figures as a central theme - including autobiography, adventure narrative, ethnography, fiction, poetry, and travel
writing. She considers each of these diverse genres in terms of the way it explains the cultural identity of a nation formed from the
settlement of immigrant peoples on the lands of dispossessed, indigenous peoples. Reading against the background of
contemporary ethnographic, literary, and cultural theory, Hulan maintains that the collective Canadian identity idealized in many
works representing the north does not occur naturally but is artificially constructed in terms of characteristics inflected by
historically contingent ideas of gender and race, such as self-sufficiency, independence, and endurance, and that these
characteristics are evoked to justify the nationhood of the Canadian state.
When Canada's Changing North was first published in 1971, it quickly became a popular and reliable overview of the geography
and culture of the Canadian North. In the three decades since it first appeared, great changes have occurred in this huge region
that makes up two thirds of Canada's total area. This revised and expanded edition provides a new generation with a
comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to the Canadian North and outlines how this region has become increasingly integrated
into both the Canadian national fabric and the world. the legal recognition of aboriginal rights by the Canadian state, which has led
directly to significant increases in their political and economic power. It also examines how economic development, which has long
focused on non-renewable natural resources, particularly minerals, has grown to an enormous scale. Development of arctic oil and
gas, which hinges on world supplies and national and international politics, has meant major changes across the North. Some of
the new national parks in the Canadian North are already under threat from mineral development. Northern tourism has made it
possible for a wide variety of affluent visitors to visit hitherto remote areas, affecting the ecology. The final selection, on northern
challenges, discusses critical issues such as the impact of climatic change, the social needs (e.g. housing, education) of a rapidly
increasing aboriginal population, environmental protection of unique regions, and defence of Arctic sovereignty. Of the 62 readings
in this edition, 41 are new.
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In this comprehensive new text, Chris Mayda offers an exciting alternative to conventional North American geographies.
Throughout her thorough discussion of the physical and human geography of the United States and Canada, the author
weaves in the key themes of environment and sustainability. Combining incisive analysis, rich description, human stories,
and vibrant photographs, this text offers a complete and vivid portrait of the region from human, physical, and cultural
perspectives. Designed expressly for ease of teaching and learning, the book features color photographs and maps
throughout, chapter highlights, key term and place listings for each chapter, discussion questions, and a glossary.
This book deals with Canada's oceans management policies since the conclusion of the 1982 Convention of the Law of
the Sea. That Convention set out a jurisdictional framework for the management of the world's oceans, but it did not
provide states with precise guidance on all the issues that can arise. As a state with one of the world's longest coastlines,
Canada was one of the principal beneficiaries under the 1982 Convention regime. A study of Canadian policy is
particularly significant, as Canadian oceans management places in relief many of the difficult questions yet to be
resolved.
A preliminary investigation of the solid waste management problem in the Canadian north and proposals for the scope
and direction for future, more extensive investigation. A visit was made to the Yukon to assess some problems directly.
Addressing the diversity of communities and experiences across Northern Canada, Health and Healthcare in Northern
Canada pays attention to what is needed to support and achieve health equity for northern communities and peoples.
Annotation Covers over 500 topics important to Canadian social work. Written by a highly diverse group of experts and
covering all aspects of the field nation-wide.
With detailed essays on the Arctic's environment, wildlife, climate, history, exploration, resources, economics, politics,
indigenous cultures and languages, conservation initiatives and more, this Encyclopedia is the only major work and
comprehensive reference on this vast, complex, changing, and increasingly important part of the globe. Including 305
maps. This Encyclopedia is not only an interdisciplinary work of reference for all those involved in teaching or researching
Arctic issues, but a fascinating and comprehensive resource for residents of the Arctic, and all those concerned with
global environmental issues, sustainability, science, and human interactions with the environment.
A valuable collection of documents. Volume 1: "The constitutional development of the Prairie Provinces." Volume 2:
"Northern Department of Rupert's land."
Collection of papers resulting from a workshop at the Knowing the North Conference which explore the rapidly-changing status of
alternative medicine in Canada, new development in the evolving relationship between alternative medicine and the orthodox
medical establishment, and changes occurring in health care delivery strategies in the North. Special attention is paid to the
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practice and efficacy of Native Indian medicine.
Global warming has had a dramatic impact on the Arctic environment, including the ice melt that has opened previously icecovered waterways. State and non-state actors who look to the region and its resources with varied agendas have started to pay
attention. Do new geopolitical dynamics point to a competitive and inherently conflictual “race for resources”? Or will the Arctic
become a region governed by mutual benefit, international law, and the achievement of a widening array of cooperative
arrangements among interested states and Indigenous peoples? As an Arctic nation Canada is not immune to the consequences
of these transformations. In Canada and the Changing Arctic: Sovereignty, Security, and Stewardship, the authors, all leading
commentators on Arctic affairs, grapple with fundamental questions about how Canada should craft a responsible and effective
Northern strategy. They outline diverse paths to achieving sovereignty, security, and stewardship in Canada’s Arctic and in the
broader circumpolar world. The changing Arctic region presents Canadians with daunting challenges and tremendous
opportunities. This book will inspire continued debate on what Canada must do to protect its interests, project its values, and play
a leadership role in the twenty-first-century Arctic. Forewords by Senator Hugh Segal and former Minister of Foreign Affairs and of
National Defence Bill Graham.
The Nunavut story told in this book by authors who have all been involved with Nunavut and Inuit politics for a very long time is an
important one for indigenous peoples around the world - and for anyone interested in indigenous issues. Stressing the political
dynamics of the beginning of Nunavut's autonomous life, the authors provide a clear and accurate account of a remarkable
political process. Following an introductory focus on three fundamental questions: Why did Nunavut come to life, what are the
challenges and opportunities to come, and what is to be learned from this experience? - the book continues with an investigation
of Nunavut, its history and structure and the most recent developments and their impact on the people of Nunavut.
Saskatchewan's Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF), the forerunner of the NDP, is often remembered for its
humanitarian platform and its pioneering social programs. But during the twenty years it governed, it wrought a much less
scrutinized legacy in the northern regions of the province. Until the 1940s, churches, fur traders, and other influential newcomers
held firm control over Saskatchewan's northern region. Following its rise to power in 1944, the CCF made aggressive efforts to
unseat these traditional powers and install a new socialist economy and society in largely Aboriginal communities. The next two
decades brought major changes to the region as well-meaning government planners grossly misjudged the challenges that
confronted the north and failed to implement programs that would meet its needs. Northerners lacked the voice and political clout
to determine policies for their half of the province, and the CCF effectively created a colonial apparatus, imposing its own ideas
and plans in those communities without consulting residents. While it did ensure that parish priests, bootleggers, and "fur sharks"
no longer dominated the north, it failed to establish a workable alternative. In an elegantly written history that documents the
colonial relationship between the CCF and northern Saskatchewan, David Quiring draws on extensive archival research and oral
history to offer a fresh look at the CCF era. This examination will find a welcome audience among historians of the north,
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Aboriginal scholars, and general readers interested in Canadian history.
Northern Communities Working Together highlights the innovative ways in which Northerners are using the social economy to
meet their economic, social, and cultural challenges while increasing local control and capabilities.
People across Canada's North have created vibrant community institutions to serve a wide range of social and economic needs.
Neither state-driven nor profit-oriented, these organizations form a relatively under-studied third sector of the economy.
Researchers from the Social Economy Research Network of Northern Canada explore this sector through fifteen case studies,
encompassing artistic, recreational, cultural, political, business, and economic development organizations that are crucial to the
health and vitality of their communities. Care, Cooperation and Activism in Canada's Northern Social Economy shows the
innovative diversity and utter necessity of home-grown institutions in communities across Labrador, Nunatsiavut, Nunavik,
Nunavut, Northwest Territories, and Yukon. Readers, researchers, and students interested in social economy, Aboriginal studies,
and northern communities will find much to enjoy and value in this book. Contributors: Frances Abele, Jennifer Alsop, Matthew A.
Beaudoin, Jean-Sbastien Boutet, Julia Christensen, Cdric Drouin, Moses Hernandez, Noor Johnson, Sheena Kennedy Dalseg,
Frdric Moisan, Joseph Moise, Rajiv Rawat, Jerald Sabin, Chris Southcott, Kiri Staples, Lucille Villaseor-Caron, Valoree Walker
"Nordic co-operation is one of the world's most extensive forms of regional collaboration, involv-ing Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway, Sweden, and three autonomous areas: the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Åland.

The Canadian North: Issues and Challenge, Fourth Edition, is a comprehensive survey of the geographic, economic,
political, and social dimensions of the Arctic region.
Six specialists on northern Canadian issues examine the transfer of power from the federal government to the
governments of the Yukon and Northwest Territories. Land claims, aboriginal self-government, division of the NWT, the
territorial governments' pursuit of fuller recognition in Canadian federalism and devolution all interact in confusing ways.
This book makes the best sense of the complex processes underway in the Canadian north.
This book investigates multidimensional change in the Arctic and policy response to it. It focuses its attention on the need
for effective leadership within the region. In so doing it considers the contribution made by the main international
organization of the region, the Arctic Council. In particular, it examines the various leadership functions undertaken by the
Chair of that body including that of convener, manager, promoter, representative and resolver of differences. It is argued
that in performing these multiple roles the Chair is contributing to the necessary leadership required to address pressing
Arctic concerns. The book highlights the activities of the four most recent Arctic Council Chairs, Sweden, Canada, the
United States and Finland. It considers the programs for action that each of these countries promoted during their terms
at the helm of this major circumpolar organization. It examines the particular approaches, methods and strategies that
each used to advance its agenda and the consequences of such efforts. It focuses attention on the need for building
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consensus among a diverse membership including Arctic states, organizations representing northern indigenous
peoples, non-Arctic countries and non-governmental bodies. Drawing upon the insights of scholars from several
disciplines from across the circumpolar community, the collected essays in this volume seek to paint a picture of the real
challenges and opportunities for international diplomacy in the contemporary North. It suggests that there are true
“lessons to be learned” in advancing leadership within the region. The book provides a means for considering these and
the most effective means of response.
The Canadian Rangers stand sentinel in the farthest reaches of our country. For more than six decades, this dedicated
group of citizen-soldiers has quietly served as Canada's eyes, ears, and voice in isolated coastal and northern
communities. Drawing on official records, interviews, and participation in Ranger exercises, Lackenbauer argues that the
organization offers an inexpensive way for Canada to "show the flag" from coast to coast to coast. The Rangers have
also laid the foundation for a successful partnership between the modern state and Aboriginal peoples, a partnership
rooted in local knowledge and crosscultural understanding.
WorldMinds provides broad exposure to a geography that is engaged with discovery, interpretation, and problem solving.
Its 100 succinct chapters demonstrate the theories, methods, and data used by geographers, and exemplify the
conceptual and topical richness of contemporary geography. The 150 contributing authors and co-authors address the
challenges posed by issues such as globalization, regional and ethnic conflict, environmental hazards, terrorism, poverty,
and sustainable development. This volume demonstrates the utility of geography as a conceptual discipline that
contributes theoretically; as an applied practice that informs policy-making; and as a coherent set of methodologies to
gather and analyze data about Earth and its occupants. WorldMinds is the ideal general reader to supplement textbooks
in the full range of academic geography courses. In addition to geography students and instructors, it is relevant to
researchers, applied geographers and policy makers.
Examines inter-related social and political issues of the Canadian north, including native claims, political development
and economic future.
The rapidly changing nature of life in Canadian rural communities is more than a simple response to economic
conditions. People living in rural places are part of a new social agenda characterized by the transformation of
livelihoods, landscapes, and social relations, changes that invite us to reconsider the meanings of community, culture,
and citizenship. This volume presents the work of researchers from a variety of fields who explore social transformation
in rural settlements across the country. The essays collectively generate a nuanced portrait of how local forms of action,
adaptation, identity, and imagination are reshaping Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities in rural Canada.
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Preface Introduction 1.The Sub-Arctic Fringe 2. The Incorporation of Northern Regions 3. The Colonizers' North 4. The Original Inhabitants 5.
Completing the Colonization of the Provincial Norths 6. Divided Dreams: Perspectives on the Modern Provincial Norths Suggested Readings
Index
Includes fifteen papers taken from a project undertaken by the Oceans Management Research Network that examines carefully the nature of
Arctic environmental evolution and sustainability. This title attempts to define the nature of competing demands and assess their impact on
the environment.
In 1999, Nunavut Territory was created in the Canadian Arctic. The area is about 50 times as large as the Netherlands, and is inhabited by a
population of 30,000. 85% of the population is Inuit, the indigenous people in this area. The central questions in this research project are what
place or regional identities are being ascribed to Nunavut by different groups of people from within and from outside the region, and how do
these identities work? In the process of the formation of the region, the territorial Government of Nunavut is an important actor in producing a
regional identity that is based on the cultural identity of the Inuit: the Inuit Homeland. This 'official' regional identity creates a symbolic unity
that is important in linking people to the region, and through which the land, the history and the people are united in a new territorial
membership. However, there is no reason to assume that there is only one regional identity for Nunavut. Different individuals or groups of
people from within and from outside the region, such as the people who live in one of the 25 communities and those who work for the
multinational mining corporations or as tourist operators, are also involved in the production and reproduction of identities for Nunavut. They
represent Nunavut for example as a place to live, a resource region, a wilderness or as a sustainable place. Nunavut Government also links
these alternative identities to the area, because as a government they are not only interested in protecting Inuit culture but also aim to
modernize the economy in order to enhance prosperity and well-being. As such the place identities are hybrid, and identities that before were
produced only by external actors are now also being produced by internal actors, and vice versa.
The Americas and Oceania: Assessing Sustainability provides extensive coverage of sustainability practices in two regions linked culturally
and historically by their relative isolation before the Columbian exchange, by their colonization after it, and by the challenges of pollution,
resource overuse, and environmental degradation. Regional experts and international scholars focus on environmental history in areas such
as the South Pacific islands, now particularly threatened by rising ocean levels due to climate change, and on countries whose governments
and corporations can play a major role in promoting or discouraging sustainable choices: Brazil, an emergent power on the world stage; the
United States, the world's third most populous nation; and New Zealand, seemingly on its way to becoming an enviable model of sustainable
development.
Now in a thoroughly revised and updated edition, this text offers a comprehensive discussion of the physical and human geography of the
United States and Canada, weaving in the key themes of environment and sustainability throughout.
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